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1. a limiting fragmentation regime is set in,

2.   the reaction takes shortest time, 

3. fragmentation collimated in a narrow cone – 3D images, 

4. ionization losses of the reaction products are minimum,

5. detection threshold is close to zero.

Advantages of
relativistic 
fragmentation



22Ne 3.22A GeV
4100 Inelastic Interactions

QQ’’=(M*=(M*--M)/AM)/A



2424Mg Mg →→ 66αα

2222Ne Ne →→ 55αα

1616O O →→ 44αα

1212C C →→ 33αα
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2A GeV/2A GeV/cc 99Be Be →→ 22αα ““whitewhite”” starstar



IHEP, IHEP, ProtvinoProtvino, 201, 2011: 6 GeV hadrons1: 6 GeV hadrons
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Request for irradiation to a high-energy 
muon beam 

•• Until now, a highUntil now, a high--energy muon exposure has not been conducted, which is a energy muon exposure has not been conducted, which is a 
notable omission in survey observations of highnotable omission in survey observations of high--energy particle interactions. energy particle interactions. 

•• Meanwhile, the use of the muon, which is an electromagnetic probMeanwhile, the use of the muon, which is an electromagnetic probe, facilitates e, facilitates 
the interpretation of the phenomenon of nuclear multiple fragmenthe interpretation of the phenomenon of nuclear multiple fragmentation.tation.

•• Moreover, the unexplored effects of multiphoton exchange may occMoreover, the unexplored effects of multiphoton exchange may occur in the ur in the 
formation of muon stars associated with the destruction of heavyformation of muon stars associated with the destruction of heavy nuclei of nuclei of 
emulsion. emulsion. 

•• In addition to the nuclear dynamics, the muon interactions assocIn addition to the nuclear dynamics, the muon interactions associated with the iated with the 
electronelectron--positron pair formation in strong electromagnetic fields of heavpositron pair formation in strong electromagnetic fields of heavy y 
nuclei can be studied. nuclei can be studied. 

•• It is also important that the images of the investigated events It is also important that the images of the investigated events will complement will complement 
the nuclear photo collection begun in the classic book by Powellthe nuclear photo collection begun in the classic book by Powell, Fowler and , Fowler and 
Perkins. Perkins. 

•• In terms of applications the received material will be very valuIn terms of applications the received material will be very valuable for the able for the 
development of systems of automatic search for nuclear interactidevelopment of systems of automatic search for nuclear interactions, as well as ons, as well as 
for university educationfor university education. 





CERN, December, 2012:CERN, December, 2012: 160 GeV 160 GeV μμ--mesonsmesons
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The ACCULLINA Fragment SeparatorThe ACCULLINA Fragment Separator
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Department of Radiation DosimetryDepartment of Radiation Dosimetry
Nuclear Physics InstituteNuclear Physics Institute
Academy of Sciences ofAcademy of Sciences of
Czech Czech RepublikRepublik

MicroscopeMicroscope HSPHSP--10001000

HighHigh speedspeed widewide areaarea imagingimaging microscopemicroscope
HSPHSP--1000 1000 manufacturedmanufactured byby SEIKO SEIKO PrecisionPrecision
waswas purchasedpurchased byby thethe DepartmentDepartment ofof
RadiationRadiation Dosimetry Dosimetry inin 2009. A 2009. A highhigh--
resolutionresolution lineline scannerrscannerr insteadinstead ofof a CCD a CCD 
cameracamera acquiresacquires andand digitizesdigitizes samplessamples withwith
autofocusautofocus andand highhigh speedspeed micromicro positioningpositioning upup
toto 50 50 timestimes fasterfaster thanthan similarsimilar systemssystems withwith
CCD CCD camerascameras. A . A computercomputer controlledcontrolled
mechanismmechanism withwith xx--yy--zz stagestage mmoovementvement allowsallows
forfor clearclear imageimage acqusitionacqusition ofof objectsobjects withwith veryvery
unevenuneven thicknessthickness atat highhigh speedspeed. . 
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The Hoyle State, The Hoyle State, ααBECBEC

11stst Excited State, 2Excited State, 2++
11

1212CCg.s.g.s.Ground StateGround State

22ndnd Excited State, 0Excited State, 0++
22

33αα thresholdthreshold

Hidden Hidden αα contra contra rotation in rotation in 
the the 1212CCg.s.g.s.Ground State ?Ground State ?



JINR JINR IBRIBR--2 2 PulsedPulsed ReactorReactor
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FemtosecondFemtosecond Laser , Laser Center Moscow State UniversityLaser , Laser Center Moscow State University





Если не знаешь куда идти, оглянись
назад, посмотри откуда пришел.

(индийская поговорка)

If you do not know where to go, look back, 
look at where you came from.

(Indian saying)


